MEDIA RELEASE

Alexander Werkheim appointed CEO of Cyber Capital to
expand its strong performing cryptocurrency fund business.
Amsterdam (the Netherlands), February 1, 2022 – Following a successful transformation
period in which a solid foundation for future growth was established under the
leadership of CEO Katie Richards, Cyber Capital appoints Alexander Werkheim today to
take over the helm and to expand its institutional and private clients investor base.
2021 was an important year for Cyber Capital with a focus on reshaping its operational
set-up to lay a foundation for scalable growth. Katie Richards, who served as Cyber Capital’s
CEO from April 2021 to January 2022, a seasoned digital asset, risk manager and process
expert, was instrumental in implementing key changes to reset the company’s business and
operating models, governance and strategy.
Cyber Capital, a pioneer cryptocurrency fund manager in the Netherlands since 2016, is
among the first long-only crypto hedge funds worldwide. Registered with the Dutch
Financial Authorities (AFM), Cyber Capital has a highly successful performance track record
spanning nearly six years. The specialized research team combines deep crypto-expertise
in fundamental analysis with a long-term (3-5 year) investment horizon based on value
investing. Following a thorough and honed actively managed investment strategy, Cyber
Capital offers investors exposure to the best possible crypto-assets at all times.
Justin Bons, Founder and CIO of Cyber Capital: “We are grateful for Katie Richards’ skillfully
led change management through a most challenging 2021. She significantly strengthened
our organization and shaped the capabilities and collaborative spirit of our team to lay a
strong foundation for our future development. Katie’s exceptional dedication and experience
led to outstanding results in a very short period of time, allowing me to focus more on
research which helped to improve fund performance. Following a smooth handover, I am
pleased to announce Alexander Werkheim as her successor to lead our team forward in the
next phase of our strategy and company’s history.”
Alexander Werkheim, CEO of Cyber Capital: “I am delighted to take on this new exciting
role. Cyber Capital can be proud of its crypto-research and investment expertise with a
remarkable fund performance over the past 6 years. I look forward to joining the team to
drive future growth and value for our shareholders and products and performance for our
institutional and private investors.”

Biography Alexander Werkheim, CEO Cyber Capital B.V. effective February 1, 2022
Alexander has over 25 years of experience as an investment professional. During his most
recent role as a regulated board member at Ostrica B.V., a quantitative asset manager, he
was primarily responsible for clients and growth. Following a 5-year training program at
Amro Bank, Alexander worked at major US Investment banks Shearson Lehman and Merrill
Lynch where he acted as a registered series 3 and series 7 senior financial consultant and
became a member of the Falcons Club. Throughout his career, Alexander has placed a high
value on both institutional and private client relationships. Besides his CEO commitments at
Cyber Capital, Alexander holds a board position at Stichting Buddyhuis, a foundation that
promotes a support buddy system for cancer patients to improve their quality of life.

Cyber Capital B.V.
Crypto investment pioneer Cyber Capital launched a registered long-only cryptocurrency
fund in the Netherlands in 2016 as one of the first of its kind in the world. The company
bridges the gap between crypto investment opportunities and traditional investors looking
to gain exposure in cryptocurrencies. The team combines outstanding crypto-native
expertise with a honed investment strategy to create smart investment opportunities in the
digital economy. Cyber Capital holds a successful track record of nearly 6 years. The
organization is based in Amsterdam.
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